This paper studies estimation of a smooth function f (t, s) when we are given functional responses of the form f (t, ·) + error, but scientific interest centers on the collection of functions f (·, s) for different s. The motivation comes from studies of human brain development, in which t denotes age whereas s refers to brain locations. Analogously to varying-coefficient models, in which the mean response is linear in t, the "varying-smoother" models that we consider exhibit nonlinear dependence on t that varies smoothly with s. We discuss three approaches to estimating varying-smoother models: (a) methods that employ a tensor product penalty; (b) an approach based on smoothed functional principal component scores; and (c) two-step methods consisting of an initial smooth with respect to t at each s, followed by a postprocessing step. For the first approach, we derive an exact expression for a penalty proposed by Wood, and an adaptive penalty that allows smoothness to vary more flexibly with s. We also develop "pointwise degrees of freedom," a new tool for studying the complexity of estimates of f (·, s) at each s. The three approaches to varying-smoother models are compared in simulations and with a diffusion tensor imaging data set.
Introduction
This article is concerned with functional responses that depend nonlinearly on a scalar predictor. The data for the ith of the n given independent observations are assumed to be t i , y i (s 1 ), . . . , y i (s L ),
where t i lies in a domain T ⊂ R and s 1 < . . . < s L is a fixed dense grid of points spanning a finite interval S ⊂ R; following Ramsay and Silverman (2005) , we conceptualize this as having observed the entire function y i : S −→ R. We assume that these functional responses arise from the model y i (s) = f (t i , s) + ε i (s) for all s ∈ S,
where f is some smooth function on T × S ⊂ R 2 and ε i is drawn from a zero-mean random error process on S.
We wish to estimate f , and in particular we are interested in the family of functions {f (·, s) : s ∈ S}. The motivation for this interest comes from studies of human development. When t represents age, f (·, s) is the mean, as a function of age, of the quantity measured by y at point s. In the specific example that motivated this work, S is a set of locations in the brain, and y(s) denotes fractional anisotropy (FA), a measure of white matter integrity, at location s. Thus f (t, s) denotes the mean FA for that location at age t, and the function f (·, s) is what neuroscientists often refer to as the "developmental trajectory" of FA at location s. As a brief example of the scientific meaning of such trajectories, suppose that for given s, f (t, s) characteristically increases with t up to some point t s ≡ arg max t f (t, s), then decreases. Then the peak age t s can provide information about typical maturation for location s, and can be compared between diagnostic groups to study the links between psychiatric disorders and brain development (Shaw et al., 2007) .
In our data set, FA was measured at 107 voxels (volume units) in 146 individuals age 7-48. These 1 × 1 × 1 mm voxels, based on registration to the FMRIB58 FA standard space image (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FMRIB58 FA), trace a path along a midsagittal cross-section of the corpus callosum (see Figure 1 ). We take s to represent arc length along this path, which ranges from s 1 = 0 mm (the leftmost point in the figure, toward the back of the brain) to s 107 = 110.55 mm. At right in Figure 1 , a rainbow plot (Hyndman and Shang, 2010) , with FA curves color-coded by age, is used to visualize the relationship between age and the functional response. This relationship appears quite noisy and possibly non-monotonic (and hence nonlinear) in some locations.
Model (2) for functional responses is not in itself new. Notably, Greven et al. (2010) considered a more general model than (2) for repeated functional responses. But we are aware of no previous treatments that have centered on the smooth functions f (·, s) and how they vary with s. To highlight this distinctive focus, we shall refer to (2) as a varying-smoother model. This term recalls the idea of a "varying-coefficient" model (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993) , which is what (2) reduces to in the special case f (t i , s) = t i β(s). Varying-coefficient models are ordinarily defined for scalar (as opposed to functional) responses; specialized methodology is needed to estimate the varying coefficient β(·) in the functional-response case (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005; Reiss et al., 2010) . A similar point can be made regarding varying-smoother models. One can conceive of scalar-response applications in which one would like to estimate {f (·, s) : s ∈ S} on the basis of data (y i , t i , s i ), i = 1, . . . , n, that are assumed to follow the model y i = f (t i , s i ) + ε i . But the applications motivating our work involve functional responses, as in (1) and (2), and we shall restrict consideration to this setting.
To restate succinctly the basic distinction between the varying-coefficient and varyingsmoother assumptions for model (2): in both cases f (·, s) varies in a smooth manner with s, but in the varying-coefficient case f (·, s) is linear for each s, whereas for varying-smoother models f (·, s) is in general nonlinear. Zhu et al. (2010 Zhu et al. ( , 2011 developed methodology for varying-coefficient models in which FA curves, similar to those considered here, depend linearly on age and other predictors. Their functional linear models were applied to an infant data set, whereas the much wider age range of our sample motivated our development of varying-smoother models to map the nonlinear dependence of FA on age, along the corpus callosum, over a large portion of the lifespan.
To avoid possible confusion, we remark that varying-smoother models are very much distinct from fitting curves with "varying smoothness." The latter refers, in the univariate case, to estimating a function f (t) where the smoothness of f varies with t-a goal often pursued by means of wavelets (Ogden, 1997) or by extensions of spline methodology (Krivobokova et al., 2008; Storlie et al., 2010) . Our goal, by contrast, is to estimate f (·, s), a smooth function of t that varies (smoothly) with s.
Successful pursuit of this goal requires that we borrow strength across locations to a sufficient extent so that f (·, s) is more accurately estimated for each s, while still allowing the shape of f (·, s) to vary flexibly with s-since understanding this variation may be the principal scientific objective, for example in neurodevelopmental studies. Fully Bayesian modeling with spatially informed priors (e.g., Fahrmeir et al., 2004; Congdon, 2006) might be a natural approach to this problem. However, in view of the high dimensionality of the functional responses in many applications, this approach may prove computationally prohibitive. The approaches of this paper rely on the roughness penalty paradigm that has been employed fruitfully in smoothing problems (Green and Silverman, 1994; Ruppert et al., 2003; Wood, 2006a) and functional data analysis (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005) .
To help readers through what will be a rather algebra-heavy presentation,the next section collects the main notations used below, as well as stating our key assumptions. Sections 3 through 5 describe three basic approaches to fitting varying-smoother models. Section 6 introduces pointwise degrees of freedom, a novel tool for assessing and comparing the model complexity (with respect to t) of different estimates of f (·, s). The different approaches to varying-smoother modeling are compared in a simulation study in Section 7, and applied to the corpus callosum FA data in Section 8. Concluding remarks are offered in Section 9.
Notation and assumptions
In most of what follows we consider only a single real-valued predictor t i (i = 1, . . . , n). The ith response is a function y i (·) observed at a common set of points s 1 , . . . , s L , giving rise to an n × L response matrix
Our methods can be extended to irregularly sampled functions by adding a presmoothing step (cf. Chiou et al., 2003) . Let y T i· and y · denote the ith row and th column of Y , respectively, and let
Analogous notation (Ŷ ,ŷ, etc.) will be used for fitted values from our procedures for fitting model (2), to be described in Sections 3 through 5. For all of these procedures, the fitted values can be written asŷ = Hy for some nL × nL "hat" matrix
where each of the blocks H 1 2 is n × n; we shall denote the (i, j) entry of the ( 1 , 2 ) block by h ( 1 2 )ij . We take the domain of f (·, ·) to be T × S, where both the "temporal" domain T and the "spatial" or functional-response domain S are finite intervals on the real line. The key building blocks for our estimators of f will be a basis of K t ≤ n smooth functions, such as B-splines, defined on T ; another set of K s ≤ L basis functions defined on S; and associated penalty matrices P t and P s , respectively. Let
T where b x1 , . . . , b xKt are the predictor-domain basis functions, and let
T where b s1 , . . . , b sKs are the function-domain basis functions. Define
These two matrices are assumed to be of full rank. The temporal penalty matrix P t is a symmetric positive semidefinite K t × K t matrix such that, for a given function
we have γ T P t γ = r t (g) where r t (g) is some measure of the roughness of g. We ordinarily use the second-derivative penalty matrix
2 dt. Difference penalties (Eilers and Marx, 1996) , another popular choice for B-spline bases, are somewhat simpler computationally, albeit without a corresponding to a closed-form functional g → r t (g). Analogously, the K s × K s penalty matrix P s is associated with a spatial roughness index r s (·). Below we shall also require the matrices
The tensor product of the two bases is the set of functions on T × S given by
The span of the tensor product basis comprises all functions of the form
for real-valued coefficients θ ij , where Θ = (θ ij ) 1≤i≤Kt,1≤j≤Ks . For f of this form, the observed data can be expressed in terms of the matrix equation
where E = [ε i (s )] 1≤i≤n,1≤ ≤L . Letting θ = vec(Θ) and ε = vec(E), (6) can be written in vector form as y = (B s ⊗ B t )θ + ε. We shall require two assumptions regarding the spatial smoother:
P s 1 Ks = 0 Ks .
These are mild assumptions, inasmuch as (7) holds for a B-spline basis in one dimension, while (8) holds for a derivative or difference penalty. In the sequel we refer repeatedly to "splines," but our development encompasses any penalized basis functions for which (7) and (8) hold. Finally, let J n = 1 n 1 T n /n.
Tensor product penalty methods
In this and the next two sections we present three basic approaches to fitting the varyingsmoother model f by estimating Θ in equation (6).
Penalized OLS and penalized GLS
The first approach is to solve (6) directly by penalized bivariate smoothing. A naïve estimate of Θ isΘ = arg min
where · F denotes the Frobenius norm A 2 F = tr(A T A) and p(Θ) is a bivariate roughness penalty, i.e., some nonnegative functional whose value increases with the roughness or wiggliness of the function (t, s) → b t (t) T Θb s (s). Inclusion of p(Θ) in the objective function serves to prevent overfitting. Since in most cases
it may be preferable to use a penalized generalized least squares (GLS) estimatê
for some precision (inverse covariance) matrix estimateΣ
, rather than the penalized ordinary least squares estimate (9). (Since the covariance must be estimated, (11) is more correctly a penalized feasible GLS estimate (Freedman, 2009).) To implement the penalized OLS estimate (9) and the penalized GLS estimate (11), we must attend to three details: (i) the form of the roughness penalty p(Θ), (ii) estimation of the precision matrix Σ −1 , and (iii) selection of the tuning parameters in p(Θ), which govern the smoothness of the function estimatef (t, s) = b t (t) TΘ b s (s). The first of these issues is taken up in following subsection. See Appendix A regarding precision matrix estimation.
For smoothing parameter selection we use restricted maximum likelihood (REML; Ruppert et al., 2003) ; see Appendix B for discussion of this topic. Section 3.3 presents a new adaptive penalty (based on the penalty that we propose in Section 3.2) that allows greater flexibility in accommodating the varying smoothness of f (·, s) for different s.
Exact evaluation of Wood's tensor product penalty
Although penalized smoothing with tensor product bases is not at all new, the form of p(Θ) is still not a settled matter (Xiao et al., 2013) . Tensor product penalization usually builds upon given roughness functionals r t and r s for functions of t and s respectively. Here we adopt the proposal of Wood (2006b) to define a tensor product penalty as
Wood (2006b) proposes an approximate procedure for computing these integrals, but exact evaluation is possible in our case, as shown by the following result. 
i.e., allowing the temporal smoothing parameter λ t to vary with s. This is a natural way to enable our estimates to adapt to varying smoothness of f (·, s), with respect to t, for different s. A relatively straightforward way to incorporate such a smoothly varying λ t is to assume that
for some
form a coarse B-spline basis on domain S. Penalty (16) then becomes
[cf. (12)]. This penalty is expressed as a quadratic form in the following result, which is proved in Appendix C.
Theorem 2. For bivariate functions f of form (5), penalty (18) equals
where
Theorem 2 shows that we can let the smoothness of f (·, s) vary more flexibly with s by solving another quadratically penalized least squares problem, but now with K * s + 1 smoothing parameters instead of 2. Note that, since (19) reverts to the constant-smoothingparameter penalty (13).
A smoothed functional principal component scores method
We consider next adapting a method of Chiou et al. (2003) to the problem of varyingsmoother modeling. These authors propose a single-index approach to modeling smooth dependence of functional responses on a set of scalar predictors. They assume that the functional responses arise from a stochastic process with a finite-dimensional KarhunenLoève or functional principal component (FPC) expansion, i.e., the ith response can be expressed uniquely as
where µ(·) is the mean function, φ 1 (·), . . . , φ A (·) are the leading principal component functions and c i1 , . . . , c iA are the corresponding scores. In the present paper we are considering a single scalar predictor t, for which the proposed model of Chiou et al. (2003) reduces to
for some smooth functions g 1 , . . . , g A : T −→ R. These A functions can be estimated separately by smoothing the corresponding estimated FPC scores. Thus we fit model (21) in two steps:
2. For a = 1, . . . , A, apply nonparametric regression to the "data" (t 1 ,ĉ 1a ), . . . , (t n ,ĉ na ) to obtain an estimateĝ a of g a . Chiou et al. (2003) estimate the model by local linear smoothing, but note that splines can be used as well. In Appendix D.1 we outline a penalized spline implementation that produces an estimate of the coefficient matrix Θ in (6).
Two-step methods
Modeling approaches of the third and final type that we consider proceed by (1) obtaining an initial estimatef of f (·, s ), separately for each = 1, . . . , L; and (2) a "postprocessing" step that combines these function estimates into an estimate of f , via smoothing and/or projection. A similar two-step scheme was developed by Fan and Zhang (2000) for varyingcoefficient models with functional responses. We discuss each of the two steps in turn.
Step 1
In the first step we obtain, for = 1, . . . , L, a standard penalized spline estimatef (·) = ξ T b t (·) whereξ = arg min
The smoothing parameter λ t is allowed to vary with , to adapt to varying smoothness of f (·, s) for different s. Reiss et al. (2014) propose a fast algorithm for choosing the optimal λ t , in the sense of the REML criterion, for each = 1, . . . , L with large L. They also derive a useful expression for the fitted value matrixỸ = [f (t i )] 1≤i≤n,1≤ ≤L by means of DemmlerReinsch orthogonalization, as follows. First find a
where denotes Hadamard (componentwise) product,
, and (23)
Step 2
We consider three variants of step 2, in which we refine the initial set of pointwise smoothers.
Penalized variant
The simplest variant is to apply a spatial smoother, given by some L × L matrix H s , to each of the rowsỹ 1· , . . . ,ỹ n· of the initial fitted value matrixỸ . By (22), this results in the final
In particular, using the standard penalized basis smoother
which has the tensor product form (5).
FPC variant
A possible disadvantage of performing step 2 by simple spatial smoothing is that it fails to take advantage of the patterns of variation in the responses as revealed by functional PCA. An alternative for step 2 is to projectỹ 1· −μ, . . . ,ỹ n· −μ onto the span ofφ 1 , . . . ,φ A for some A, whereμ,φ a ∈ R L are discretized estimates of the mean function and the ath FPC function, respectively. Appendix D.2 provides the details.
Penalized FPC variant
For i = 1, . . . , n, the penalized variant of step 2 refines the initial fitted valuesf 1 (t i ), . . . ,f L (t i ) by applying a penalized smoother to them. The FPC variant, on the other hand, projects these values (after centering them) onto the span of the leading FPC functions. As shown in Appendix D.2, it is straightforward to combine these two approaches to postprocessing. Reiss and Ogden (2007) found that a similar hybrid of FPC expansion and roughness penalization worked well for regressing scalar responses on functional predictors.
Pointwise degrees of freedom
Varying-smoother models seek to estimate the smooth bivariate function f while allowing for differing smoothness or complexity of the function f (·, s) for different s. In this section we introduce a notion of pointwise degrees of freedom that quantifies the model complexity of an estimate of f (·, s).
Definition
Consider first the matrix H such thatỹ =
, the concatenation of the L separate smooths produced in step 1 of the two-step method, is given byỹ = Hy. Referring to the block form (3) of the hat matrix, we have, for = 1, . . . , L:
In this case there is no need for a novel definition of pointwise degrees of freedom: the df of the th-location model can be defined in the conventional manner (Buja et al., 1989) , as
On the other hand, when a smoothing procedure shares information across locations, the fitted valuesŷ i depend on the entire functional response datum y i· rather than solely on its th component y i . The standard definition of df is then inadequate. We therefore propose the following generalization. Definition 1. The pointwise effective degrees of freedom at location is
T as a generic notation for the vector of pointwise df values obtained by any of the methods discussed below.
The above definition implies
where e is the L-dimensional vector with 1 in the th position and 0 elsewhere. Some intuition for Definition 1 can be gained from Figure 2 . Subfigure (a) displays a portion of the block hat matrix (3) obtained by fitting a tensor product penalty smooth (as in Section 3) to a subset of the corpus callosum data. Had we fitted separate models at each voxel, the nonzero entries in the hat matrix-representing influence of the responses on the fitted values-would be confined to diagonal blocks such as those outlined in black. The sharing of information across locations is expressed as a "blockwise blurring" in the horizontal direction, which serves as the motivation for Definition 1. Consider a toy example with n = 5 observations and L = 4 locations, so that the hat matrix (3) comprises a 4 × 4 grid of 5 × 5 blocks. If separate models are fitted at each location, the ordinary df for the 2nd-location model is the sum of the shaded values in Figure 2 (b). The proposed pointwise df for the 2nd location, which takes into account the influence of neighboring locations in a varying-smoother model, is the sum of the shaded values in Figure 2 (c).
We can similarly define the pointwise leverage of the ith observation at location as
This generalizes the ordinary leverage h ( )ii for the ith observation in the th-location model, given separate models for the L locations. Pointwise leverage could be used to detect influential observations in functional-response regression, but we do not pursue this here.
Application to varying-coefficient models
It must be acknowledged that our definition of pointwise df is not the only conceivable generalization of (27) to account for sharing information across locations; and indeed it is not obvious how one might confirm that ours is the "correct" generalization. In this section, we provide a form of validation for Definition 1: namely, we show that it leads to the intuitively correct value in the case of varying-coefficient models. Suppose we are given n functional responses as in (1), but the ith observation includes a predictor vector x i ∈ R p with p < n. Assume the functional responses arise from the varying-coefficient model (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005) , also known as a "function-on-scalar" linear regression model (Reiss et al., 2010) . This setup is more general than that of the rest of the paper insofar as we are allowing multiple predictors; on the other hand, for x i = (1, t i ) T , our model is the restriction of (2) to the case in which f (t, s) is linear in t. Let X be the n × p design matrix with ith row x The solution to (31) yields, for given s, the mapping
which is linear in x. Intuitively, then, the pointwise df should equal the df of an ordinary linear regression with the same design matrix. The following result shows that, under mild assumptions, Definition 1 agrees with this expectation.
Theorem 3. Assume that X is of rank p and that (7) and (8) hold. Let H be the hat matrix such thatŷ
whereθ is given by (31). Then the pointwise df (28) equals d = p for = 1, . . . , L.
The proof appears in Appendix E. Having thus validated Definition 1 for the case of varying-coefficient models, we turn next to evaluating the pointwise df of our estimators for varying-smoother models.
Application to varying-smoother models
Whereas the pointwise df is the same for s 1 , . . . , s L for varying-coefficient models, it varies with s for varying-smoother models, and therefore can serve as a measure of the complexity of the fit x →f (·, s) for different s. It is not self-evident from Definition 1 that we can efficiently compute all L pointwise df values, as opposed to computing d 1 , . . . , d L individually. But we now show that, for each of the methods of Sections 3 through 5, there is indeed a readily computable expression for the entire pointwise df vector. Recall that the pointwise df depends on the hat matrix H, which in turn is defined byŷ = vec(Ŷ ) = Hy. Each of the following results provides the pointwise df vector d corresponding to the given fitted values.
Theorem 4. (Pointwise df for tensor product penalty method) Letŷ = (B s ⊗ B t )θ wherê θ is the penalized OLS estimate (14), the penalized GLS estimate (15), or the adaptively penalized OLS or GLS estimate in which (13) is replaced by (19). Let
, for the adaptive penalty (19), and let
for penalized OLS;
, for penalized GLS.
Then the pointwise df vector is
Theorem 5. (Pointwise df for the smoothed FPC score method) For the fitted values matrix Y of Appendix D.1, the pointwise df vector is
, A t is given by (24), and
Theorem 6. (Pointwise df for the two-step method) LetŶ be the fitted values matrix for the two-step method, given by (25) for the penalized variant and in Appendix D.2 for the FPC and penalized FPC variants.
(a) The vector of (ordinary) df for the initial fitted values matrixỸ of (22) 
where M is given by (23).
(b) The pointwise df resulting from the penalized variant of step 2 is
(c) For the FPC and penalized FPC variants of step 2,
Theorem 6(b) has the following interpretation: the effect on pointwise df of the penalized variant of step 2, in which we apply the function-direction smoother H s to the fitted value matrix, is simply to apply the same smoother to the pointwise df vector. Thus, if we think ofd as a vector of noisily measured complexity indices for {f (·, s ) : = 1, . . . , L}, then step 2 serves to denoise these measurements. The pointwise df vector (36) for the other two variants of the two-step method is somewhat harder to interpret; but it can be shown that if 1 L belongs to the column space of B s V A , then (36) reduces to the form (35) with
7 Simulation study
Simulation design
For each of the simulation settings below we ran 100 replications, each with sample size n = 100. The predictors t 1 , . . . , t 100 in each simulated data set belonged to the interval [0, 1]; for computational reasons, 98 were sampled from the Uniform[0, 1] distribution, and the other two were taken to be 0 and 1. For i = 1, . . . , 100, the ith observed functional response was given by
, . . . , 1}, where f was one of the two functions given below and
where η i was drawn from a mean-zero Gaussian process with Cov
and e i was drawn from a mean-zero Gaussian white noise process with variance σ 2 ; these two processes were mutually independent. One can think of f (t 1 , ·) + η 1 (·), . . . , f (t n , ·) + η n (·) as the true, imperfectly observed functional responses-i.e., η i (·) is the deviation of the ith response function from the conditional mean function given t i -whereas the e i (·)'s represent measurement error. Figure 3 displays an example set of functional responses. There were eight simulation settings, based on two values for each of the following three factors. ; or
The true mean function
where c s = 0.5 − 0.2(s − 0.5) 2 and φ is the standard normal density function. The function f 1 was chosen so that for each s, f 1 (·, s) would have a single peak, at t = p s ; f 2 was designed to make f 2 (·, s) quadratic in t, but approximately linear for s far from 0.7-an example of the varying smoothness with respect to t that our estimators aim to capture (see Figure 4 ).
2. The functional coefficient of determination (cf. Müller and Yao, 2008) for the true mean function f was set to 0.05 or 0.3. This parameter was defined as
whereȳ(s) = n i=1 y i (s)/n, and was evaluated approximately by replacing the integrals with a sum over the 201 points s ∈ V (since these were equally spaced). To attain the chosen value of R 2 , the value of σ 2 was adjusted via the iterative procedure outlined in Appendix F.
3. The ratio γ of the variance of the η i (·) process to the variance of the e i (·) process was set to 0.25 or 4. We compared the following methods:
(a) the OLS and GLS tensor product penalty methods of Section 3, with either the nonadaptive penalty (13) (denoted by "TP-OLS/GLS") or the adaptive penalty (19) (denoted by "TP-OLS/GLS-adapt");
(b) the smoothed FPC score method of Section 4 ("FPC-scores"); and (c) the two-stage method of Section 5, with the three variants (penalized, FPC, and penalized FPC) of step 2 ("2s-pen"/"2s-FPC"/"2s-penFPC").
We used cubic B-spline bases with second-derivative penalties and dimensions K s = 15, K s = 30 and (for the adaptive penalty) K * s = 5, with equally spaced knots and repeated knots at the endpoints as in Ramsay et al. (2009) . For the computationally intensive penalized OLS and GLS methods, a slightly lower value of K s = 25 was used. The number of PCs was chosen by five-fold cross-validation for the FPC-scores and 2s-FPC methods, and fixed at 30 for the 2s-penFPC method. Five-fold cross-validation was also used to choose λ s for the 2s-pen and 2s-penFPC methods.
Performance was evaluated using both the integrated squared error (ISE) for estimateŝ f of the mean function f ,
2 dt ds, and the ISE for estimating the derivative with respect to t,
The latter metric is particularly relevant for varying-smoother models, given our interest in estimating the shape of f (·, s) for each s.
Results
Figures 5 and 6 present boxplots of relative ISE f and ISE ∂f /∂t for all estimators, where relative ISE is defined as the ISE divided by the minimum ISE attained by any of the methods for a given replication. Noteworthy results include the following:
(a) The tensor product penalty methods are generally best for R 2 = 0.05, especially with true function f 1 ; this is clearer for estimating f than for estimating ∂f /∂t.
(b) GLS generally outperforms OLS for γ = 4, but the two are similar for γ = 0.25. This is as expected since the higher γ implies more strongly dependent residuals.
(c) The adaptive tensor product penalty seems more helpful for f 2 than for f 1 , since the shape of f 2 (·, s) depends more strongly on s.
(d) Of the three versions of step 2, the performance of the FPC variant is uniformly worst. The penalized FPC variant seems to have an advantage for estimating ∂f 1 /∂t with R 2 = 0.3, but otherwise the penalized variant is the best of the three. Overall, the penalized variant of the two-step method has the best performance of all the methods for R 2 = 0.3.
(e) Separate smooths at each location (step 1 of the two-step approach) performed much less well than any of the methods shown. The relative ISE f was uniformly at least 6.8, while the relative ISE ∂f /∂t was uniformly at least 3.6.
The computation times for all methods are reported in Table 1 . The tensor product penalty methods are much slower than the other methods, due to the need to perform smoothing with nL = 20100 observations. Although our implementation relies on the bam function in the mgcv package (Wood, 2006a) for R (R Core Team, 2012), a function designed for very large data sets, choosing multiple smoothing parameters with this many observations remains computationally demanding. Figure 7 illustrates how the notion of pointwise df can help to explain the performance differences among methods. Recall that f 2 (·, s) is quadratic, but approximately linear except near v = 0.7. Accordingly, the separate pointwise smooths in the temporal direction, obtained in step 1 of the two-step method, have median df (shown as circles) near 3 for v ≈ 0.7 
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Figure 7: Median and 5th and 95th percentiles of the pointwise df attained by the indicated methods, for the simulated data with true mean function f 2 , R 2 = 0.05, and γ = 4. Circles indicate medians for separate pointwise smooths (initial estimates for the two-step method).
and near 2 elsewhere, for the simulated data sets with R 2 = 0.05 and γ = 4. As we would expect from Theorem 6(b), the penalized variant of step 2 yields pointwise df values near these intuitively "correct" values. Similarly, the pointwise df for GLS with adaptive tensor product penalty rises to a peak for roughly the same range of s values, whereas the pointwise df vector for the non-adaptive penalty is quite flat. The pointwise df for the smoothed FPC scores estimator fluctuates with s in a manner seemingly unrelated to the true shape of f 2 (·, s). These observations provide some insight into the comparatively poor performance of the non-adaptive GLS and smoothed FPC scores estimators.
Application: Development of corpus callosum microstructure
We now return to the corpus callosum fractional anisotropy data described in the introduction. A full description of the image data processing, as well as an illuminating set of analyses, can be found in Imperati et al. (2011) . Here we aim to estimate the mean FA f (t, s) where t denotes age and s denotes location, expressed as arc length along the path depicted in Figure 1 . Before presenting our modeling results let us consider some evidence for nonlinear change in mean FA with respect to age. For = 1, . . . , 107 we performed a restricted likelihood ratio test (RLRT; Crainiceanu and Ruppert, 2004) to test the null hypothesis that f (·, s ) is linear (mean FA for the th voxel changes linearly with age) against the alternative of nonlinear change. Figure 8 shows the resulting p-values for each voxel. (These p-values are not adjusted for multiple tests, since our aim here is descriptive rather than to test the global null hypothesis that f (·, s ) is linear for each .) Also shown are separate penalized spline smooths for FA at three voxels, with the smoothing parameter chosen by REML. The first of these voxels is located in the sensorimotor portion of the brain; the second, in the posterior portion of the prefrontal lobes, with projections into the inferior and middle frontal gyri; and the third, in the anterior portion of the prefrontal lobes. In the first and third voxels, it appears that mean FA attains a peak in young adulthood, and then declines. These nonlinear trajectories are consistent with the RLRT p-values of .019 and .001, respectively, for the two voxels. But for the second voxel, there is no strong evidence for nonlinear change in mean FA. Features of these curves, such as peaks, are of biological interest, as they may provide insight into characteristic patterns of development for different cognitive abilities. However, the separate smooths at each voxel are quite noisy. Our hope is that varying-smoother models can improve the curve estimates by sharing information across neighboring voxels.
We estimated the mean FA f (t, s) by the eight methods that were included in the sim- ulation study. For these data, neither adaptive penalization (for the tensor product penalty approach) nor the three variants of step 2 (for the two-step approach) produced noteworthy differences; so we focus mainly on non-adaptive OLS and GLS, and on the penalized FPC variant of step 2. Figure 9 presents the four estimates of f (t, s). In general, FA varies much more with respect to s (between brain regions) than with respect to t (at different age levels for a given region). The OLS estimate appears undersmoothed, so thatf (·, s) tends to include spurious bumps with respect to age. But for the other three methods, variation with age is so thoroughly drowned out as to be nearly imperceptible. The rainbow plots (Hyndman and Shang, 2010) in Figure 10 make it easier to examine the shape of the estimatesf (·, s) for different methods and different locations s. Vertical lines are drawn at the same three voxels as in Figure 8 , and vertical progression from blue to red at a given arc length indicates that the estimatef (·, s) is monotonic for that s. Recall that separate nonparametric regressions suggested that FA attained a peak for the first and third, but not the second. Although varying-smoother models aim to improve on separate nonparametric regressions at each voxel, it seems reasonable to expect that the true shape of f (·, s) is broadly consistent with the results of the separate models.
As in Figure 9 , the penalized OLS estimatesf (·, s) are very erratic, with apparently spurious fluctuations with respect to age. The smoothed-FPC-scores and two-stage estimates appear consistent with the scatterplots in Figure 8 : they indicate that mean FA peaks in young adulthood in the sensorimotor and anterior prefrontal regions displayed there, but decreases linearly with age in the posterior prefrontal region. The penalized GLS estimateŝ f (·, s), on the other hand, indicate that mean FA changes monotonically in all three regionssuggesting that penalized GLS is oversmoothing with respect to age. These impressions are borne out by Figure 11(a) , in which the pointwise df for penalized OLS is seen to be uniformly low while that for penalized GLS is uniformly high. In line with Theorem 6(b), the pointwise df for the penalized variant of the two-step method is a smoothed version of the df for the separate smooths. But all three variants of the two-step approach, as well as the FPC scores method, have pointwise df values that vary, reassuringly, within the same range as the ordinary df for 107 separate smooths. extremes (in the 0.013-0.017 range), and attain better predictive performance. Figure 12 presents the estimatesf (·, s ), for = 91, . . . , 98, of the mean FA as a smooth function of age. These eight voxels correspond to arc lengths 94.1-101.5, a range whose right terminus corresponds to the rightmost peak observed in Figure 10 , and to the most prominent trough in the p-value plot of Figure 8 . The upper left subfigure displays separate curve estimates of FA for the eight voxels. In line with the results shown in Figures 9 through  11 , the penalized OLS and GLS curves clearly overfit and underfit, respectively, whereas the FPC-scores and two-step estimates appear to do a reasonable job of "denoising" the separate curve estimates.
Discussion
In this paper we have developed three approaches to fitting varying-smoother models with functional responses, and have introduced pointwise degrees of freedom, a tool for characterizing different model fits in this setting. We have focused on the case in which the function domain S is a finite interval on the real line. Future work will consider varying-smoother model methodology for more general S, in particular S ⊂ R 3 , as often occurs in neuroimaging applications. Linear models with spatially varying coefficients have been considered by a number of authors for this domain of application (e.g., Tabelow any, has focused on general smooth pointwise effects of predictors at different brain locations in multidimensional space. Varying-smoother modeling is by no means restricted to brain imaging applications, and we anticipate that it may be usefully applied to functional responses arising in many fields. We have focused here on the case of a single scalar predictor. Further work is needed to extend both the modeling methodology and the definition of pointwise degrees of freedom to multiple predictors and predictors that vary with s. We also would like to derive small-and large-sample error rates for the proposed estimators, which could provide insight into the disparate patterns of relative performance that we have observed under different scenarios.
We have restricted consideration here to point estimation of the mean function f . Interval estimation requires care even for simple nonparametric regression (Wood, 2006c) ; even more so for the more complex bivariate smoothers we have presented. Appendix G outlines approximate confidence interval methodology for the penalized two-step method of Section 5.2.1, but much more research is needed on interval estimates for varying-smoother models.
Code for the methods discussed above is available for the authors, and we plan to disseminate some of the functions via the R package refund , which is available on the CRAN repository (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/refund).
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A Banded inverse covariance estimate
For the estimateΣ −1 in the penalized (feasible) GLS criterion (11), we use the banded variant (Bickel and Levina, 2008) of the modified Cholesky decomposition of the precision matrix (Pourahmadi, 1999) . This precision matrix estimate has the formΣ
is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative diagonal entries and T is a k-banded lower triangular matrix, ensuring thatΣ
is k-banded and positive semidefinite. A banded precision matrix implies, under normality, that values at two distant locations along the function are conditionally independent, given the values at all other locations-a reasonable assumption for many, albeit not all, functional data sets.
For choosing the number of bands k, Bickel and Levina (2008) propose a resampling procedure. Here we choose k by a new procedure that obviates the need for resampling. Our method is based on the work of Ledoit and Wolf (2002) on high-dimensional sphericity tests. Let S be the p × p sample covariance matrix for an n × p data matrix X. By Proposition 3 of Ledoit and Wolf (2002) ,
is approximately standard normal for large n, p. Our idea is to compute (A.1) with X taken to be the whitened residual matrix (
, whereΘ is the penalized OLS estimate (9), andΣ −1 is the k-banded estimate of Bickel and Levina (2008) for each of a range of values of k. Large positive values of (A.1) indicate that multiplication by a k-banded square-root precision matrix is inadequate to remove the residual dependence, whereas large negative values signal "overwhitening," i.e., the residual vectors exhibit smaller sample covariances than would typically arise by chance. We choose the value of k for which the magnitude of (A.1) is smallest, which generally seems to be a good compromise between these extremes. We have not studied how this criterion for choosing k compares with the resampling method of Bickel and Levina (2008) for estimation of Σ −1 , but that is not the goal here. Rather, we need to transform correlated residuals to approximately whitened residuals for penalized GLS, and our proposal offers a means to that end that avoids computationally intensive tuning parameter selection.
B Smoothing parameter selection
The penalized OLS minimization (14) is a generalized ridge regression problem, for which automatic criteria for choosing the tuning parameters λ s , λ t (Reiss and Ogden, 2009) can be readily optimized with the mgcv package (Wood, 2006a (Wood, , 2011 for R (R Core Team, 2012) . However, application of criteria such as REML and generalized cross-validation (Craven and Wahba, 1979) to (14) presupposes that the components of y are conditionally independent given θ-an untenable assumption here, as noted in (10). To take within-function dependence into account when fitting varying-coefficient models with functional responses (see Section 6.2), Ramsay and Silverman (2005) recommend choosing the smoothing parameters by leave-one-function-out cross-validation (Rice and Silverman, 1991) . On the other hand, Krivobokova and Kauermann (2007) have shown that REML-based smoothness selection is quite robust to correlated errors. Consistent with this, some authors (e.g., have reported good performance of REML-based smoothing in functional-response analyses that treat all the residuals as independent. Moreover, unlike REML, cross-validation remains difficult with multiple smoothing parameters. Hence, in Sections 7 and 8, we examine the performance of penalized OLS with REML-based smoothness selection, ignoring the within-function dependence.
In penalized GLS, we attempt to remove within-function dependence by prewhitening. The minimization problem (15) is tantamount to penalized OLS for response vectorsΣ 
Using the identity tr(K T L) = (vecK) T (vecL) and standard results for Kronecker products, we obtain
Arguing similarly for T r s [f (t, ·)]dt and substituting into (12) yields (13).
C.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Generalizing the proof of Theorem 1, we have
Thus, replacing λ t by (17) converts penalty (13) to (19).
D Computational details for the FPC-based methods

D.1 Smoothed FPC scores method
An approximate matrix equation for the Karhunen-Loève expansion (20) is given by
whereμ ∈ R L is an estimate of the discretized mean function, and
is an estimate of φ a (·). To obtain the required estimates in (A.2), and thereby estimate model (21), we proceed as follows:
(i) As a standard presmoothing step for functional data (Ramsay and Silverman, 2005; Ramsay et al., 2009) 
(ii) By the argument of Ramsay and Silverman (2005) adapted to our notation, if u a is the ath leading eigenvector of
then the ath estimated PC function is given byφ a (·) = v 
(iii) For a = 1, . . . , A, we view the ath PC score as a smooth function g a (t) of t, and fit the
T tĉ a , where λ a is chosen to optimize the REML criterion. LetĜ = (ĝ 1 . . .ĝ A ).
(iv) The fitted values areŶ
Steps (i) and (ii) can be implemented using the functions Data2fd and pca.fd of the R package fda (Ramsay et al., 2009) . (An alternative implementation of functional PCA is available in the refund package .) We do not impose roughness penalties here, as these would require tuning by cross-validation, which would likely offer minimal benefit for these intermediate steps.
We do, however, use cross-validation to choose A, the number of FPCs.
D.2 FPC variants of the two-step method
The (unpenalized) FPC variant of step 2 (Section 5.2.2) proceeds as follows:
(i) Similar to step (i) in Section D.1, we begin with a light presmoothing step of projecting each row ofỸ onto the span of the v-direction basis, resulting in the
(ii) Each row of that matrix is decomposed into the discretized estimated mean function (A.3) and a deviation from the mean function, to obtain
iii) The rows of the second matrix in (A.6) are projected onto the span of the leading estimated PC functionsφ 1 , . . . ,φ A of the raw response data. In the notation of Section D.1, this projection is perfomed by postmultiplying by By (31) and (32), the hat matrix equals
Thus, by (29),
This expression can be simplified by noting that
Substituting into (A.8) yields
for each , where the last step uses (7) again.
E.2 Proof of Theorem 4
The hat matrix equals
) ⊗ B
T t ], for penalized GLS. 
it follows that (A.9) is the th component of (33), as required.
E.3 Proof of Theorem 5
LetŶ 1 andŶ 2 denote the two summands in (A.5). By (29), We noted in Section 7.1 that the simulated functional responses were given by y i (s) = f (t i , s) + ε i (s), where ε i (s) was generated via the sum of two independent processes with variances γσ 2 and σ 2 . We further noted that σ 2 was chosen to attain specified values of R 2 .
We now show how this is done. Suppose we have a preliminary set of responses )] 1≤i≤G,1≤j≤Kt and E 2 ≡ E E. Pointwise confidence intervals based on (A.21) treat the smoothing parameters as fixed. This shortcut of ignoring the variability due to smoothing parameter selection is fairly standard for ordinary semiparametric regression, but further study is required to assess its impact on coverage for two-step varying-smoother models.
